
Email 1 

Subject: You’re on the list! Hidden benefits 

Body: 

Hey [first name] 

Thanks for signing up to the Atlas Inventory Management waiting list. I just wanted to take a 

moment to show my appreciation for doing so.  

I know there are plenty of software products out there to choose from.  

Some good. 

Some bad. 

Some in the middle. 

What makes mine different is I am focusing on tailoring my solution to your Amazon business.  

Being on this exclusive list gives you my special attention. This list is a select group of 100 individuals 

who are “on-the-inside”.  

You get personal attention. And crucially 6 months free when the product is finally released.  

See every Amazon business is different and I want to make EXTRA sure that you get a positive ROI on 

your investment. 

I am on a mission to provide services that WILL help Amazon sellers make more informed decisions. I 

aim to save you time and money. 

Amazon fees are piling up. Software costs are increasing. To combat this we are trying to form 

strategic partnerships with companies like Payability and Jungle scout to allow users to get a 

discount on bundled services. More on this in the future. 

Out of the box our inventory management software will let you know 

 When to replenish your FBA inventory 

 How much to order 

 Exactly where your shipments are  

 SO much more (details to come during the development) 

If that sounds like something you’re interested in, do me a favour… 

1) Add this address as a contact. 

I send out my BEST stuff via email (not Facebook or in a blog) and I want to make sure you get it, so 

doing this will help. Also, if this email hit your promotions folder, drag it across to your main inbox. 

2) Hit ‘reply’ and ask me your #1 burning Amazon Inventory question. I promise to respond within 48 

hours. Tell me what you are struggling with right now.  

Thanks again. 

And hey, if this ISN’T your thing, and you don’t want a faster, easier way to increase your Amazon 

FBA profits without working a single second more, that’s cool, you can unsubscribe at any time. 



But hopefully that’s not the case. 

Especially seeing as tomorrow, I have a rather embarrassing confession to make to you! You won’t 

want to miss it.   

Cheers, 

James 

P.S 

I’ll never send you spam, or pass your email on to anyone else. 

P.P.S 

Remember - email me that question and I’ll get right back to you. 

 

Email 2 

Subject: My Embarrassing Confession 

Body: 

[First Name] 

A bit of housekeeping before I make my embarrassing (eek!) confession… 

I just want to remind you, if you’ve got ANY inventory management questions, just let me know. 

I am here for you.  

Sometimes questions are the best way to cut through all of the noise and get the heart of what is 

holding your business back. 

All you have to do is add this address as a contact, then hit reply and ask away. I will get back to you 

within 48 hours….promise. 

Anyhow. 

Here is my embarrassing confession 

… 

My own Amazon business ran out of stock! 

Not once. Not twice. But multiple times. 

Embarrassing to admit. I know… 

But I learned A LOT from those mistakes.  

Those experiences were frustrating to say the least. And I vowed to never make them again.  

I remember the day my product ran out of stock vividly… 

Up to that point I had done everything perfectly. By the book.  

I had the perfect product. 



I had the fancy branding. 

My product stood out in the market place.  

I was head-and-shoulders above the competition.  

It didn’t matter.  

The day after I ran out of stock I woke up to see my best seller rank drop.  

I looked at my competitors and I remember a horrible feeling in the pit of my stomach. 

I could visualize their sales dashboard getting a nice bump from what would have been my new 

customers.  

See you can get everything right. And still things can go wrong the second your product shows up as 

“currently unavailable”. 

The Amazon Algorithm is ruthless and your momentum will die.  

James 

P.S. Tomorrow I will tell you how I recovered from this  

 

Email 3 

Subject: How I recovered  

Body: 

[First Name] 

I was sat there. Watching my shipment slowly make its way across the Atlantic Ocean.  

It was a horrible feeling to watch my competitors take my sales. 

Getting reviews.  

Improving their organic ranking. 

Improving their conversion rate.  

All whilst my product was stuck on a boat in the ocean. 

The fact is if you run out of stock your best seller ranking drops and sales too.  

I was left eagerly awaiting my shipment so I could get my momentum going again. I was checking the 

whereabouts of my shipment obsessively. 

The Amazon algorithm is a cruel and ruthless. It does not care. It rewards people who 

 Keep things in stock 

 Ensure their inventory is correct 

 Offer multiple shipping options 

 Offer free shipping 

So after this experience I had learned my lesson.  



I started tracking everything in a spreadsheet.  

Sales. Orders. Lead times. Supplier info. Projections. Seasonality. I even included a tracking link 

within the spreadsheet so I could see everything in one place! 

I tracked literally…..everything.  

I am a developer by profession so it came naturally to me.  

This was the start of what has now become my software product.  

Humble beginnings. 

I started taking my inventory management seriously.  

The result was I saw a 17% increase in profits in the following 3 months.  

I did not want to lose momentum again.  

I did not want to see my competitors excel while I waited obsessively. 

I wanted to know exactly how much to order and when. So I could use my resources effectively. And 

scale efficiently.   

Unfortunately my Amazon business struggled for a while. Until I discovered how to properly manage 

my inventory.  

If you don’t fix yours may keep struggling with the same problems, too.  

Where you’re at now is probably where I was about a year ago in my own Amazon business and 

unfortunately I’ve paid heavily in time and money fixing the struggles you may be having now. 

I invite you to a private consulting session. Here we will dive into your business a bit and see how to 

fix it ASAP. Even without software you could still see some massive benefits. 

The cost is $100 an hour. I usually charge $250. But you get a discount for being on my waiting list.  

Simply reply to this email. If it is still available I will send you the details on how to book. 

Regards, 

James 

P.S. These personal “mini-consults” won’t be available for long. And I can only offer then to the first 

5 people who respond to this email.  

P.P.S Tomorrow I am going to give you 3 mistakes MOST Amazon sellers make with inventory 

management. Following just one of my pointers will get you ahead of the pack 

 

Email 4 

Subject: 5 crippling mistakes (smart) people make with Amazon Selling 

Body: 

[First Name] 



In my time I’ve witnessed some EPIC failures in the Amazon world.  

I’ve seen good business owners pour their heart and soul into a new product, only to see it bomb. 

I’ve seen others rise to the top of the heap and then get a product banned. And lose it all overnight. 

You name it, I’ve seen it. 

Still, there are lessons to be learned. Here are the key mistakes I’ve seen most people make with 

Amazon Selling (myself included). 

#1 – Underestimating their lead time.  

This is especially common with private label sellers who ship from China. I’ve seen this scenario a 

million times… 

You get quoted a lead time of 45 days. 

You get all excited about getting new inventory. 

And then a call comes through…”sorry your shipment missed the boat it is going to be another 2 

days”.  

Days lost here and there cost…you…money. 

Give yourself some extra leeway when re-ordering. So you don’t get left high and dry. 

If your lead time is 45 days. And you have exactly 45 days’ worth of stock…chances are you won’t be 

able to reorder in time. 

Plan ahead. Integrate your lead time into your reordering plan. 

 

#2 – Having too much inventory 

Ok - so this is slightly better than running out. 

But I know Amazon sellers that have a years’ worth of stock just sitting in the Amazon warehouse… 

A YEAR! 

Frankly, there is a big opportunity cost associated with doing that. It is money that could be used on 

launching new products. Or scaling your current ones with ads.  

I understand the thinking behind it, though. 

You don’t have to worry about reordering. Or running out of stock.  

But…if you used software like ours you wouldn’t need to either…..just saying ;) 

 

#3 – Using spreadsheets.  

Using a spreadsheet to forecast demand is better than nothing at all.  

This was definitely the case for me. 

But the truth is most spreadsheets are inaccurate the day after they are created. 



Why? 

The buy box is always changing.  

The battleground is always shifting. 

Competitors come and go. 

Trying to make informed decisions and keep the “secret formula” of your spreadsheet up to date 

with this information becomes very tricky. If not impossible.  

I realize this email has been all about what NOT to do.  

So I don’t leave you high and dry, tomorrow I am going to give you a very special offer indeed.  

Sound good? 

Then keep an eye on your inbox. 

James 

P.S. Make sure your look out for tomorrows email. The subject like will be “Special offer for [first 

name]” 

 

Email #5  

Subject: Special offer for [first name] 

Body: 

Hey [First Name] 

The long and short of this whole inventory management thang’ is… 

Bad inventory management can literally put you out of business. 

Good inventory management WILL give you an edge over your competition. 

We offer pricing tailored to your amazon store. If you are a small seller you will pay less. 

Why? 

We want our product to be a “no-brainer”.  

We are developing a product designed to give you a positive ROI right out of the box. 

Part of the development process is discussing the wants, needs and desires of our leads…. 

That is you! 

So, I want to talk to you about your inventory management needs. 

Your needs in a product. Your desires. What should be included and excluded.   

The call will last one hour done in the survey format.  

And no it is not a sales call in disguise.  



As a reward (*ahem…bribe) for spending an hour of your time with me I am going to do something 

very special for you. 

I am going to give you a year’s free subscription when the product is released. Rather than the 

original 6 months you are already getting. 

To take my up on this offer simply reply to this email and I will send you the details. 

If you’re really serious about managing your Amazon Inventory effectively, then this is the ideal first 

step. It is a win-win. 

Do it now while it is fresh on your mind. 

Talk soon, 

James 

 


